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Sophia's Forest, a Chamber Score That Deserves a Substantial
Libretto
March 1, 2022 | By Steven Winn, Musical America
SAN FRANCISCO--To produce his hauntingly layered score for the
chamber opera Sophia’s Forest, Lembit Beecher mingled a string
quartet, percussion, and his own sound sculptures made of rotating
wine glasses, a bicycle wheel, and other found objects. Several of
those pieces shared the playing space at Grace Cathedral, where the
hour-long work, mounted by Opera Parallèle, had four performances
February 24-26. I saw it February 25.
Fascinating as they were to watch and hear as they whirred and
chittered and moaned into action, with the composer operating them
electronically from a distance, the prominence of the sculptures
illustrated a fundamental problem with the opera. With the music
foregrounded to a fault, the characters and drama too often felt
secondary and cramped.
That wasn’t for a lack of the material’s intrinsic power and tragic
timeliness. The eponymous main character of Sophia’s Forest is a
woman who, as a child, fled an unnamed war-torn country with her
mother and sister, Emma. Sophia and her mother make it to
Philadelphia, shadowed by memories of the traumatizing past,
including Emma’s death at the border during the family’s escape. The
audience didn’t need to be reminded, as they were in brief pre-show
remarks, of the current crisis in Ukraine.
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The evening got off to an effective start. As the score’s eerie shimmers and tremors slowly merged with the Del
Sol Quartet’s pianissimo phrases and murmuring close harmonies, the adult Sophia (an excellent Maggie
Finnegan) was trying out a kind of self-healing.
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“It wasn’t all bad,” she sang. In a longing melisma on the word “love,” she summoned what she and her mother
and sister had had in sweeter times, or so she tried to tell herself,. Finnegan’s thin crystalline voice and faraway
look captured this poignant moment. Here and throughout, her soprano piping into the soaring reaches of the
cathedral’s vaulted space conveyed Sophia’s fragility and tensile strength.
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The lead role is doubled, here by Charlotte Fanvu (firm-voiced and impassioned) as Young Sophia. The Sophias,
in director Brian Stafenbiel’s staging, wear matching bathrobes, as if to suggest a liminal space between the
bad dream of the past and a waking present she is trying to inhabit. The other characters are Emma (Victoria
Ko alternating with Samantha Fung-Lee ); their mother, Anna (Kindra Scharich); and Anna’s American
boyfriend, Wes (Bradley Kynard).
A burdened libretto
Hannah Moscovitch’s fitful, time-splintered libretto bogs down in repetitive scenes that recur without advancing
a narrative or substantially enriching the characters’ inner lives. One unproductive strand deals with Sophia as
a “weird” child with a “look in her eye” she apparently picked up from her long-gone father, who is otherwise
not a factor in the story. Another simplistic thread has to do with a music box that Emma loved. The stockfigure mother, never without a cigarette and wineglass, lolls in bed with Wes, whose profanity-strewn lines,
both spoken and sung, could have been lifted from a David Mamet play. The action does quicken in the family’s
panicked escape scene, though it could have used some more inventive direction.
Whatever was happening (or not) onstage, the music and
soundscape, under Nicole Paiement’s baton, continued to
exert a pull. While mostly operating in a quiet, almost
meditatively sighing range, the score pulses into urgent
tremolos and angular outbursts that crest and die away into
rustling pizzicato figures or shivery cello glissandios. The
Del Sol Quartet performed it all with hair-trigger delicacy
and conviction.
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Seen one way, given the floating black and white cloud
forms of Jon Altemus’s set, Sophia’s Forest is a kind of
childhood ghost story, like Benjamin Britten’s The Turn of
the Screw.
A different sort of opera comes to mind as well. Like
Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande, Sophia’s Forest eschews
strong action to explore the characters’ interior states,
preoccupations with the past, and mysterious longings.
While Beecher’s richly imagined and movingly expressed
musical language conjurs those shadowy depths, the thinly
conceived characters and problematic libretto don’t adequately support it.

Top photo: Charlotte Fanvu as Young Sophia; Maggie Finnegan, her adult self
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Bottom: Finnegar, Fanvu, Victoria Ko, Kindra Scharich
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